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All the copies of Dr. Gilman's pamphlet for tie Sheffield
Scientific qchool had been forwarded in accordance with your directions.,
the last lot (2300 copies) having been forwarded last Saturday. Enclosed

















We have your fa4r of to-day's date.
—)( 2500 copies of Dr. Gilman's Address will cost $65.00.
IIWe expect to se /id proof of the Title and Contents pages of Vol. 2"Journal of Experin ntal Medicine" to you to-night.
Yours truly,
J 
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Johns Hopkins University, City.
Nov. 3rd, 1897.
In response to your note of yesterday concerning the cost for
the work done upon President Gilman's Address up to date, we would say
that while there has been some time work expended upon two or three occa-
sions, we shall not charge any more than the price named per page, which
was seventy-five cents. The matter makes thirty-two pages.
To page the matter as it stands and print 1000 copies in the same
size and on the same paper like in the sample which you sent us (which we
return herewith) would cost $32.50.
We are not positive that we can obtain tie identical paper need for
the text. This is made by a party in New York and we shall not be able
to supply it, unless they happen to have it in stock, as the quantity is
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BALTIMORE.
mr. N. Murray,
Johns Hopkins University, City.
Dear Sir:-
Nov, 4th, 1897.
We have your note of to-day concerning the paper for Dr. Gil-
man's Address. Enclosed we hand you a sample of what we propose to fur-
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Mr. N. Murray,
Johns Hopkins University, City.
Dear Sir:-
Nov. 5th, 1697.
We are not able to send you a proof of the title page of Dr.
Gilman's Address on the paper upon which we have estimated for, because we
have none of it on hand larger than the sample we sent you yesterday. We
have not yet heard from New York from the maker of this paper whether he
can supply it.
We send by bearer proofs of the title page made upon a similar paper
This is somewhat more costly and heavier in weight, and we are not sure
whether we can obtain this paper from the mill that makes it. If we can
It would cost about $4.00 per thousand more than we have already quoted.
We are sorry to be unable to give you more definite information upon
the subject of paper, but the size you have selected is an odd one and we
are dependant upon information from out of town.
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Nov. 6th, 1897.
Mr. N. Murray,
Johns Hopkins University, City.
Dear Sir:-
We are just in receipt of advices from New York to the effect
that the paper can he supplied in ten days for the Address of Dr. Gilman
like the sample we first sent you and upon which we gave you a quotation
of $65.00 on Nov. 3rd.
Yours truly,
THE YRIEDENWALD CO.,
per
